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Subject: Comments on DocKet IU NRU-2U11-U02V. OFFICE OF SECRETARY
RULEMAKINGS AND

ADJUDICATIONS STAFF
The "9e Day Task Force" report specifically identified two cases of beyond Design Basis
Accident (DBA) events associated with the Fukushima Daiichi accident. They were the
earthquake and the tsunami. A third beyond DBA event also occurred, and although "skirted
around" in the report content discussion, it was never specifically identified as such.
It specifically is that on a multi-unit site when one unit has a severe core damage accident,
every other unit on that site is now beyond its Design Basis. The published timelines state
the obvious difficulties this caused for units 2-4 at Fukushima, once Unit 1 suffered severe
core damage. Examples are restoring temporary AC power sources, hooking up temporary fire
system core cooling capability, and restoring spent fuel pool cooling.
The General Design Criteria are the basis for my statement. It is not even arguable. A single
unit on a multi-unit site is designed, radiation protection wise, to get itself to cold
shutdown (CSD) following a core damage accident. The unit next door is not designed to get to
CSD following its own core damage accident, concurrent with one next door.
You can modify this rule, and several other specific rules, and require pre-staged AC power
sources etc. ad nauseum, but if nothing can be done on Unit Two, for example, because of a
severe core damage accident on Unit One, you have added nothing to the layers of safety. And
that is exactly what Fukushima was faced with.
Please specifically identify this third beyond DBA event in the documents associated with the
post Fukumisha action plans, and also include specific corrective action steps to address it.
Very Truly Yours
Mike Derivan
SRO License 2869 (Retired)
Shift Supervisor
Davis Besse NPS during September, 1977 Event.

Liz Hampton-Derivan
http://www.lizhampton.com
http://lizhamptonderivan.blogspot.com/
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